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peninsula, a sequel to the 2015 film train to busan, is set four years after the zombie outbreak. when former soldier jung seok (cha
seung-won) is sent to the korean peninsula to retrieve a female intelligence officer, he stumbles upon survivors. as the virus spreads
across the country, seok and others must find a way to the southern province of the country, where the military is stationed. train to

busan 2020 dual audio hindi-korean 480p in 400mb 720p in 1.2gb 1080p bluray in 3gb hindi dubbed full movie gdrive links. this is dual
audio movie based on action, horror, thriller. click on the download links below to proceed. download train to busan collection

(2016-2020) that consists of 2 movies. download train to busan all parts in 4k 2160p hevc bluray & 1080p uhd x265 10bit in dual audio
with org audios. uhd movies is one of the best websites to download high-quality content directly through google drive. uhdmovies is

powered by moviesverse . here you can grab 4k & 1080p uhd contents easily and save them in your google drive. peninsula takes
place four years after the zombie outbreak in train to busan. the korean peninsula is devastated and jung seok, a former soldier who
has managed to escape overseas, is given a mission to go back and unexpectedly meets survivors. train to busan full movie watch &

download on hulubei. movie plot: sok-woo, a father with not much time for his daughter, soo-ahn, are boarding the ktx, a fast train that
shall bring them from seoul to busan. but during their journey, the apocalypse begins, and most of the earths population become flesh

craving zombies. while the ktx is shooting towards busan, the passengers fight for their families and lives against the zombies and
each other.
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sang-hwa and seong-
kyong, the newlywed

couple and high school
baseball team, were
nearly infected in the
bus accident. after the
quarantine, they were
quarantined in a small
city and seong-kyong's
tumor was removed.
sang-hwa and seong-
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kyong's son has been
living in a shelter with
his grandparents. due

to the quarantine, yong-
geun, the school's

coach, asked sang-hwa
to join the team's

baseball practice. yong-
geun's wife and son

were killed, but his wife
was used as a zombie

for seong-kyong's
escape. sang-hwa and

her family are
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desperate to leave the
small city shelter and
find her mother. kon-
nung, the principal of

the school, then
manages to

successfully escape.
she meets her father

and tells him she won't
stop fighting for her
son. seeing this, jae-
soo, the deceased
governor, himself

becomes a zombie, and
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jong-woo, the executive
officer of the village, is

infected. yong-geun
realizes the importance
of his family and he has
to leave with everyone.
the subway station was
just outside the small
city's medical station.
jae-soo and jong-woo

get on the
underground, but yong-

geun is reluctant to
leave. everyone in the
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group except for yong-
geun joins the subway

when they are attacked
by zombies. he goes

back to take care of his
son. jae-soo recognizes
his son in the crowd and
runs as soon as he and
jong-woo get out of the

station. they look for
the safety of the

hospital, and they are
then attacked by

zombies. after they find
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the hospital, jae-soo
was infected by a

zombie. the hospital is
completely overrun by

zombies. sang-hwa
brings her son to seoul

hospital and tries to find
her sister at the airport.
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